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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work was to find &amp; commercizl

process for the preparstion of chromium, free from carbon,

for use in alloy steels. Chromium for such a use, should

be either pure or alloyed only with iron. The usual met-

nllurgical methods of removing caerbon from ferro-chrome

vere considered, and, as the price indicates, the process

is difficult and expensive, slectrolysis seemed to be the

only feasible alternative.

The fused bath was considered, but given up for

&gt;bvious regsons. such a bath would have to be maintained

at a very high temperature and would require a very pure

source of chromium. flectrolysis of an aqueous solution

21ls0 presented its difficulties. The only reasonably

cheap source of chromium for such a purpose is sodium chro-

nate. This could only be used in chromic acid solutions.

which require about 15 kw. hr. per pound of chromium. Suf-

ficient work had not been done on tre chromium sulvhate sand

chloride solutions to know whether a continuous process could

be used. If they could be used, the power cost would be

about one-helf that of the chromic acid bath. Chromium

would have to be supplied to the chloride or sulphate solu-

tions in its lower valence. such a materisl would slso be

suitable for use with the chromic acid process.



The conclusion was, that to meske chromium cheaply

it was necessary to use the chloride or sulphate bath and

to find a process for obtaining chromium in the lower val-

ance from chromite. The problem then, divides itself

1aturelly into two parts; (1) To get chromium from chromite

by some roasting and leaching process, (2) To make possible

the use of chloride or sulphate baths in eg continuous proc-

25S. The primary justification for the work was the mat-

ter of cost. Throughout the investigation this was con-

sidered the most important factor.



ROASTING AND LEACHING

Extraction of chromium from the ore is effected

by: (1) Pyrometallurgicel methods; (2) Alksline oxidizing

fusion. Neither of these methods givesa product suitable

for meking a low carbon chromium alloy cheaply. Dome

metrod of treatment, to be followed by acid leaching,

seemed to be the best way to get the desired result.

A supply of finely ground South African chromite

vas obteined. The screen analysis follows.

On 65 mesh (opening 0.0082 in.) 3.34

On 100 7 0.0058 " ) 4,1-

on 2C5 0.0029 mn 16.47

Thru 200 n 76.06 1

cent

'ne chemical analvnis of the ore follows:

Croly

ie0

AloOx

5310p

vig0

Nao0(Ko0)

Loss on ignition

Total

46,02 per cent

13.24

14,C"7

Tas

15.2C

0.11

de 60

9.77 0



In order to find out what to expect from the un-

treated ore, it was treated with hot hydrochloric and sul-

phuric acids of varying strengths. The ore was stirred

up with the acid in a beaker and kept at about 100°C. on

g hot plate fro two hours. This method of leaching was

sgrried out through all subsequent work. The results

(Table I) give a basis of compsrison, but are not sstis-

factory as a means of obtaining soluble chromium. By

Table I.

Leaching of Untreated Chromite

19504

concentration

of Acid

Extraction

of Chromium

26 N 19.2 «%

30 16.8

Jol 14,0

| 73 13.8

| “)
~h 11.7

concentration

of Acid

10
--

he No

HC1

sxtrection

of Chromium

Ted %

10.4

B.3

BsDB

3

13.1

Successive leachings with hot, concentrated sulphuric acid,

2 total of 35 per cent of the chromium in the ore was broucht

into solution. This was not considered to be satisfactory

30 thet no more was done to the raw ore.

- few experiments were carried out to find the ef-



fect on the ore of sulphuric acid, when heated to 350°C.

Very little increase in extraction was obtained. It was

thought that a weak endothermic reaction occurred at 225°C.

hut control of tine heat applied was very crude, so thst it

ran not be stated positively. The results were so poor.

that it was not investigated further. Attempts were mads

to form an slum, by the sddition of potassium sulphate and

sulphuric acid. These were heated to temperatures up to

500°C, without satisfactory resalts. The addition of sul-

ohur in this temperature range was tried, but it also

failed.

Roastinz at hizher temperatures was then tried.

This was carried out in &amp; tube resistence furnace (Fig. 1).

The charges were thoroughly mixed and plesced in sheet iron

boasts 8"x1"x1l-1/2". Iron boats were used, since it was im-

possible to get refractory boats which were lsrge enouzh to

nold &amp; chars of 10 grams of ore.

41. the runs lested for four hours. Temperature

tas indicated hv a chrome-alumel thermocounle.

ing mcy pe classified as chloridizing, sulvhatizing, and

The rogst=-

reducing,

Chloridizing was tried in order to obtain a solubls

chromium salt. This would be suitable as a starting point

for electrolysis. Common salt (NaCl) was used as &amp; source

O&gt;f chlorine. To incregcse its sctivity, copper-free pyrite

vas added. A series of runs were sl1s0 made with the sddi-





tion of charcoal. The temperatures used were from 500 to

1000°C. at intervsls of 100°. On leaching with water there

vas no trace of any soluble chromium salt.

Sulpnatizing under oxidizing conditions was tried

vith coprer-free pyrite. Charges were mede up of 10 grems

»f chromite and 10 grams of pyrite

temperatures between 500 and 1000°

cessful than the chloridizing roast

Reducing roasts were then made with the intention

of obtaining an acid soluble suboxide or metallic form of

chromium. The charges consisted of equal amounts of chrom-

ite and chsrcoal. Illuminating gas was used to maintain

a reducing atmosphere. They were heated to temperatures

netween 500 and 1000°C. end leached with 6 normal hydro-

zhloric acid. The results (Table II) show a decided de-

crease from the extraction obtained on treating the raw ore.

Table II.

Reducing Roasts 500°C.-1000°C,

Percentage Extraction

of Chromium

lemperature

300
. -~

500 2.7

100 302D

300 2.10

1000 1.50



The extraction seemed to become progressively smaller,

over 700°C., the higher the temperature. Evidently

there was no reduction, and the heat wss serving only to

make the chromium oxide more inactive. A charge of

chromite end charcoel wes thsu placed in a crucible end

heated in a&amp; vertical tube furnace, with the intention of

heating to 1200°C. At 1175°C. the furnsce burned out.

The thermocouple was glso ruined, so thet the temperature

is not sccursate. When leached, an extraction of about 40

per cent was obtained.

Reducing roasts gt hi~sh temperatures were then

carried out in &amp; ors fired. semi-muffle furnace (Fig. 2).

The atmosnni  was kept as reducing ss possi

harcoal and coke. Even then,

oxidation at the top. The

* variaticne which are at-

orems of

ble bv int

sonie of t “mM.

results &amp;.

tributed

chromite and varyiu Co amotis
-

.1lverized cnercosl. The

amount of charcosl used, wees cslculated, snd is expressed

in percentage by weight of the chromite. They were thor-

oughly mixed end lightly temped into graphite crucibles.

srenular charcosl was placed on top of the charge to &amp; depth

0&gt;f one-half inch. The covering leyer of charcoal wes par-

tielly revlaced by coke on the longer and hotter runs. The

furnace was heated to temperature, and the crucibles put in.

The time referred to in the table of results is the sctusal



time during which the crucible remained in the furnace.

for the runs from 1150 to 1350°C., the above described

furnace was used. Temperature control was obtained

with a platinum-platinum rhodium thermocouple. For the

run at 1400°C., tne heating was done in a carbon resist-

ance furnace (Fig. 3). Temperature was judged with an

optical pyrometer. Due to tne fumes it was difficult

to control this accurately. As it was necessary to heat

snd cool tie crucibles in the furnace, the time indicates

only the interval during which the furnace was at 1400°C.

After the results of the runs at 1350°C. were

&gt;btained, it was plain that extrsction was still increas-

ing and tnat something was csusing great irregulerity in

she results. It was thought thet a reducing sgent free

from ash and in a finer state of division might give bet-

ser results. The run at 1400°C. with charcoal was there-

fore duplicated with lampblack. There seems to be soms

openefit from its use.

After heating, the charge forms a frisble cake.

Leaching was done with 6 normal hot hydrochloric acid.

'ne amount of chromium extraction is shown in Table III.

By leaching the residue with concentrated sulphuric acid,

an additional 5 to 8 per cent is obtained.
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fable III.

Reducing Rossts on Chromite (Charcoel)

ixtraction of Chromium expressed in per cent

1100°C.

Time (hours)

Charcoal

o of ore 12
l.

2

3h

20

25H

1.4
7.734

—

1-1/2
_ —_r Ve

1.6 0.8 0.9%
0. 3

1:
 -—

eit

Zot

1.
a

2.
ze

»

2

"200°C

SU

2D

te. Oo Cel

1.9 10.0 15.7

1.0 13.5 17,°

146
2l.2

2445

' ORNS

25

7

25
30
z.

2

5._

0) 11. “©

PE 13.1
1)

770 A

+
7

Oo [

1350°C.
42,7

51.3

47.3%
i ola

bt

-—

 - 42. &amp;

45.8

50.8

41

56.8 54.8 47.2

54.5 61.3 43,7

46.3 50.2

59.5
BY.7
Tot

C-~

€

OB.
66.1

48,3

b3.D

J

1400°C.
J
25
20

Perr—————Sr ——

fl

1400°C. (Lempblar™

wr/

25

iN

Os

07 eu

0442

32."



The conclusions concerning the reducing roasts

st high temperatures are:

» A yield of 70 per cent of the chromium in chromite

an be obtained, as soluble chromium sulrhate or chromium

shloride.

2. The temperature should be close to 1350°C. Below

bnat temperature maximum reduction is not obtained and above

it, the ore frits and reduces the yield.

5. The time should be between two snd three hours.

+. Lampblack is more efficient than charcoal as the re-

jucing agent. For this ore, the amount of carbon should

ne 25 per cent of the amount of chromite.
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CLEANING THE SOLUTION

The leaching solution, as it comes from the ore,

is &amp; mixture of iron and chromium chlorides or sulphates

nn the lowest vslence. Aluminum was found in the solutions

from the ore roasted between 500 and 1000°C., but was not

found in the ore roasted at the higher temperatures. Since

the practical temperature for roasting is about 1250°C.,

the solutions under consideration were practically free from

sluninum. In the batch of solution on which the work was

jone there was 68 per cent chromium and $2 per cent iron as

hlorides. At first s solution containing about 60gm.Cr/Liter

vas used, but the precipitate obtained was so voluminous that

the solution was diluted to concentration of about 30 em. Cr/

Liter.

ine method of cleaening was the diffcrentisl precipi-

tation of iron hydroxide with a base, sucin as limestone. The

cnemical resction is

feo(504)z(+Cro(504)3z)+3CaC0z+3Ho0 = 2re( 0H) 3(+Crg( 504) 3)+3Cas304+3C02

2PeClyx(+CrCls)+3CaC0x+3Hs0 = 2Fe( OH) z(+CrClz)+3CaCle+3C0g

It was expected thet with a limited amount of base, the chromi-

am would not be precipitated. A series of runs were made in

which the amount of limestone was greduslly increased, by roll=-

ing on its side for eight hours a large bottle containing 50 c.c.

Of solution. Poor results were obtained as the iron was not com-



 ow

pletely oxidized to the ferric state. Another series of runs

were made by agitating the solution in &amp; tall narrow vessel by

serations for six hours. Thus both oxidation and sgitation

were obtained. In these runs, precipitatied calcium cerbonate

wes used, instesd of limestone, as it rescted more quickly. The

resultant solutions were verv dark brown, indicating colloidal

ferric hydroxide or basic chloride. Thers was &amp; greet deal of

trouble exverienced in preciviteting the iron colloid. The

solutions were heated with gelstin snd with starch without co-

sgulation. At thr suggestion of ir. O. C. Ralston, of the U.3.

Bureau of lLiines ¢

by more successful results. It was found thet if precipitation

is attempted before the colloidsl solution hss aged &amp; week or

two, incomplete coagulation is obtained. This was not under-

stood until time was lacking to make &amp; series of quentitstive

jeterminations.

from the results obtained, it was seen tnat six hours

vas not quite long enough for complete equilibrium to be ob-

tsained, but that there is a decided differential precivitaetion,

the iron being precipitated first. ©The iron hydroxide or bssic sal:

can be precipitated, after adeocuate ezing, by slbumen. Albumen is

obtainable in commercisl forms, so thet the method is not too

aXPEeNnsive.

If it is desired to precipitate chromium hydroxide,the

remaining solution, if sulphate, could be converted to eéhloride

by the addition of calcium chloride. Limestone can then be used

vithout contaminating the product with calcium.



ELECTROLYSIS

review of the literature on chromium plating

shows thet up to 1905, equal attention wes paid to the

electrolysis of chromium selts and of chromic acid. Since

hat time chromic acid alone hes heen used, This is due

to the fact that deposits from chromic acid are much better

then those mede from chromium chloride or sulyhate. Since

slectrolysis of chromium is used only for plating, the na-

ture of tine devosit is of prime importance. Hor tne pres-

sant purvose, the nature of the deposit is not a matter of

such great imvortance as is the cost of the power consumed

in electrolysis. More attention therefore has been given

50 the work which nas been done on chromium chloride snd

sulohate.

Bunsen! was the first to deposit chromium elec-

trolyticelly. He used a boiling chromium chloride solu-

tion with &amp; current density of 67 amp./sq.dec.

Placet and Bonnet took out several pstents be-

tween 1890 and 1895 for the electrolysis of chromium sslts.

They were considerably discredited by the fsilure of Shick

to get any chromium from their recives. Later work seems

0 show that they could be used sstisfactorily.

iioller and Street (English Patent 1898) used a



bath of sodium chrome alum and sodium sulphete. This was

cept at 90°C. and electrolyzed with a current of 40 amp. /

SQ. d€Ce

Feree~ secured results with a solution of 16k

chromium chloride and 10/ hydrochloric acid.

Cowper-Coles obtained good deposits with a solu-

T

tion containing 260 greams/Liter of chromium chloride. His

current density was about 5 amp./sqg.dec.

Glaser? electrolyzed chromium chloride and pub-

lished tne results of variations of the current density and

2Ff the concentrsetion of tre solution. The conditions were

not stated very completely. =Zfficiency of deposition in-

creesed with the current density and concentration of the

solution up to 158 gm. Cr/Liter.

Cerveth and Curry? give a review of the work on

chromic acid up to 1905, end show that a small amount of im-

curity, varticulerly sulphuric acid, gids the reduction of

anromic acid.

Carveth snd iiottd used a two-compartment cell with

sulphuric acid (sp.gr. 1.12) as the anolyte. The best depos-

its were obtained between 10 end 40 amp./sc.dec. Stirring

vas found to reduce current efficiency. The nature of the

anolyte was found to affect tne efficiency. Ammonis gave

sie best results. “he effect of varying the conditions wss

investigated carefully on the chloride and sulphate baths.
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sfficiency was found to increase with higher temperature,

surrent density and concentration of chromium in solution.

Le Blasnc® working with a solution containing 89

crams of Cr/Liter snd 2 grams HzBOz/Liter, decided that

thick deposits could not be made from a sulphate solution.

A current density of 10 to 20 amp./sq.dec. was used, at

temperatures between 25 and 50°C. Cn egdding chromium hydrox-

Lde a leafy deposit wes obtsined.

Of the three solutions wnich have been used, chro-

nic acid is by fer the most suiteble. It can easily be kept

1p to the desired concentration, so thet it is very well

adspted to use in a continuous process. The treoretical

amount deposited by one empsre hour is 0.3229 gram. Only

sbout one-third of this is ever obhtsined, so that where pow-

3r is a major consideration, the process is not practicable.

Chromium chloride solutions give a deposit which

is not suitable for electroplating, but which is gll right

for refining. 71he theoretical yield is twice thst of chro-

nic ecid (0.6458 gm./emp.-hr.) Current efficisncy over 30

ser cent is seldom attained.

Chromium sulphate solutions have the ssme advan-

tages &amp;s tne chloride solutions, with two exceptions. The

current efficiency is a little nigher. The condition of a

sulphate bath can be controlled more easily then that of the

chloride bath without introducing impurities. It was con-



sidered thet the sulphate solution would be most satis-

factory, So that practically all the work was done on it.

4 few tests were made on chromic acid baths to

which chromic hydroxide had been added. A solution of 16%

CrOz and 0.5% Cro(S04)z was saturated with Cr(OH)z. The

slectrolyzing vessel was a 400 c.c. begker., A cylindrical

lesd anode was used. The cathode was a mild steel bar 0.340

inches in diameter suspended from the tov. Cooling was ef-

fected by placing the vessel in a larger beaker in which wa-

ser was circulsted. Excess Cr(OH)z was kept in the vessel.

Cathodes were ground smooth, pickled in sulphuric acid, wiped

iry and weighed. The results of these runs sre shown in

lable IV.

Table IV.

Zlectrolysis of Chromic Acid Satur-“~d with Cr(O0H)z

CeDe

Amo/sqg.dec.

Jad

10

12.5

L2.5

15

15

25

35

45

35
"A

35

25

55

35

365

Temperature

20

20

20

25

25

50

0!

20

30)

30

30

30

Yield

Gms /amp. hr.

0865
, 0908

, 0948

, 0906

, 1000

, 0914

, 1082

, 1190

, 173

270

 i JPR

|

Palen od

1 Nr

a2 a

» 1027

, 1075

Time

Hours Remarks

smooth ~ 1 deposit

Rough
Smooth

Frowths

Smooth
141

fairly smooth
Rather Trough

0.5 gm,Vo0Op. Deposit cracked
4c.c. 20% solution TiClg.

Badly cracked

gm.Fe(0H)3.Good deposit
em..A1(OH)x., i

om. SnCls.Badly cracked
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No attempt was made to keep track of the previous

history of the solutions for each run. &lt;The tests were made

with the purpose of finding out the physical characteristics

rf the deposits, rather then to obtain the maximum efficiency.

Additions of several metallic salts were tried to find their

sffect on efficiency and nature of the deposit. The most

favorable sddition wes aluminum hydroxide. The devosit was

more smooth and showed less tendency to growths. The lower

»urrent densities used with each temperature gave the better

jeposits. The most satisfectory deposits were obtained at

the lower temperatures, 20 and 25°C. with current densities

yf 10 snd 12.5 amp./sq.dec., respectively.

Blectrolysis of chromium sulphate solutions was

sarried out in a two-compartment vessel. A porous clay

cup Which held about 170 c.c. held the cathode solution.

Jutside of this was a cylindrical lead anode. The cathodes

vere mild steel bars 0,340 inch in diameter. sulphuric

scid (sp.gr. 1.12) was used in the anode compartment. The

whole cell was kept in &amp; larger besker which was filled

with water snd heated or cooled as required. Thermometers

vere kept in the cathode compartment and in the cooling

vater. A disgram of the cell is shown in Fig. 5. 7

Due to a temporary shortage of chromium sulphate,

2 solution was msde up by neutralizing sulphuric acid with

chromium hydroxide. This was concentrsted to sv.gr. l.45.

tlectrolysis with current densities uv to 100 amp./sg.dec.
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and temperatures from 20 to 90°C. feiled to give any deposits.

a small supply of chromium sulphate menufactured

hy Merck end Compeny about fifteen years ago was obtained.

It wes dissolved to form a solution of sp.gr. 1.35. A few

quelitative runs were msde, in which it was found that sat-

isfactory deposits could be obtesined between 60 and 90°C.

snd up to 40 amp./sa.dec. A series of tests were begun,

ising a fresh solution each time. The change of efficiency

on continued electrolysis was so great that it was impossi-

rle to use them more then once. Two of the runs were com-

pleted (Tsble V). It wes impossible to duplicate this batch

Table V.

“hromium Sulvhste (Merck sp.gr. 1.35)

30 asmp./sa.dec. 80°C.

Time Amp.NT. cm. /emp.hr. Officiency

0-03

3.63

11.17

4,67

, 1284

, 1892

C2800

19.9

29.3

4D e+~~

Remarks

Treeing
700d grav deposit

20 amp./sa.dec. 90°C.

Dew

5.57

bRe 85H
o) a U

0362

 0677
, 2370

reEE—— A——

5.6 Black deposit
10.5 Dark, with trees

3047 7004, gray

of chromium sulvhate, so that the results are given only to

show the difference between different lots. They also show



that 90°C. is too hot and reduces the efficiency.

a supply of chromium sulphate C.P. made by the

Jo T Reker Co. was obtained. This wes used during the re-

nainder of the work. “his wes dissolved to form a solution

»f sp.gr. 1.35 containing 107 gm.Cr/Liter. After a few tri-

sls, it was obvious that the efficiencies obtained with this

lot were not compereble tn those obtsined from the sulphate

from i.erck. Also that the change of efficiency during elec-

trolysis was very great. Therefore, severel long runs were

nsde. The temversture was 80°C. + 2° and the current density

40 amp. /sq.dec. These runs checked feirly closely on the

#hole. A representative run is given in Table VI. 4s is

seen in the accompanying greph, the efficiency is precticsally

zero for a time, rises to a pesk, fells off and sgain rises toP

Table VI.

107
Chromium Sulphate/ gm./L 40 amp./sq.dec. 80°C.

Jo. Time(hrs) 4mp.-hr.

2.7

9.56

Jeb

JebZ

J¢50

Je D0

Je 60
7.90

D.63

J. 80
7.88

2.70

9.60

«60
3.80

L 2
Ld

4

Totel Deposit
amp. ‘hr. Grams

24
7

7

9

x1
Co

3 LS

L.3895

lL. 3482
lL. 3608
1.4604

l.1266

1.2418

Je 76061
J«7900

De9772

1.0004

l.2289

1.0242

0.8166
J.06985

4

Dt

56.

76.01

85.91

96.54

105.34

115.22

124.92

134452

144,12
153,92

i

sfficiency

Liel

Pale

28 e8

2367

18.5

20.0

12.0

L2.7

15.4

15.75

19.5

1645

13.2
11.0

pH

1.58

2.19

2.67

2.28

2.55

2.48

2.43

2.50
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5 second peak, somewhat lower then the first. The deposits

which were obtained at the first peek were tne best snd were

like the chromic acid deposits. Those obtained after tne

peck was passed. were fragile and cracked eesily. Attempts

were made tr echieve the second pesk while the bath was at a

higher concentvaticr =

ciency would he hignew

* chromium. I? was hoped that the effi-

This was not achieved, as the depos-

ite cracked tor be

for € continuous vrocess, it would be necessary to

5dd chromium hydroxide or chromium sulphate. Addition of the

latter is possible, but requires more ettention to the condi-

tion of the path then was possible in this investigation.

Chromium hvdroxide was thousht to be &amp; more simple solution.

At first it was prepsred hy the precinitation by ammonia from

chromium chloride. Later it was vrecivitated by calcium car-

vonate. Slightly better results were obtained with the latter

It was washed free of the mother liquor, but the smount of bas-

ic chloride was n

out wet, afte +

«

vermined. It was kevrt damm and weighed

emount 0° chromium n'y» univ ws: determined.

sulphate was a1
4. omg

Lolo 1 to a point

‘ticiency. Hnough chromium hydroxide

~parently, the chromium content of the

solution would be comvarsble to that which was present just

sefore the maximum wes resched. As it did not dissolve

readily, the mixture was agitated, heated, sllowed to stand

24 hours and filtered. The solution was then electrolyzed



jreen oxide of chromium was deposited along with some metal.

The metallic chromium cracked very badly and was black, with-

out metellic luster. Boric acid wes trisd

by Le Blanc. It made matters worse. Th: c¢vomium hydroxide

was thought to be in the solution gs &amp; 17 1.

study was put on the subject from th’

without result. Hydrogen ion ¢~r

obtained, which ere inserted iu TW?

*:, the gmount used

1 values were then

found that good efficiency is obteined at &amp; lLrdrcsen ion con-

centration of pH 2.5. This can vary between mH 2.5 and pH

2e7, but outside of this renge there is &amp; noticeshle falling

off in efficiency and character of the deposit. Chromium

hydroxide was dissolved in the electrolyzed solutions until

She hydrogen ion concentration was up to pH 2.5. Deposits

from toese solutions were a little better than from those in

which chromium content was used as &amp; basis of control.

A solution was then prepared as sgbove described to

vhich was added about 50 grams ver Liter of 11gS04.7Ho0 and 10

crams per Liter of NeF. Deposits were obtained which were not

suite as good as those deposited from a pure chromium sulphate

bath, but which were far better thsn any obteined from the so-

only
lutions corn: i~ chromium hydroxide. Time wes lacking to

meke a thorough studv of the bath or the conliitions under

which it should be electrolyzed. A few values were obtsinead,

which are shown in Teble VII. The physical cheracter of the

leposits was not all that might be desired, but show grest



Table VII.

Chromium Sulphate with Cr(OH)3, MgSO4, NaF

Current

Density IBffici-
No. Temp. amp./sg.dec. Gm/amp.hr. _ency

LJZlro Rn50°

50

60

80

3 50

4,1

34.¢
f

=

~~“

zr

, AC 46."

Remarks

Not very good, some Crg03

Formed trees

Good, ribbed

Poor, cracked badly
Good, tendency to crack

No deposit

promise. The efficiencies obtained are verv good and show that

the cost of electrolysis for the purpose of refining, is not

prohibitive. The voltage across the cell is about four volts.

Assuming a yield of 0.25 grams of chromium per ampere hour, the

power required for a pound of chromium would be less than eight

£ilowatt nours.

A11 the chromium which diffused into the snode compart-

nent was oxidized to chromic scid. This suggests tne possibility

&gt;f &amp; very desirable by-product, which would materielly reduce the

308t of electrolysis for chromium.

A few experiments were made with the solutions as they

ceme from lesching the ore. As these solutions were chlorides,

no great smount of time was spent on them, since the sulphate

solutions would be used in any commercial process. The aim was

to find out whether iron and chromium could be deposited to-

zether. The current density was about 20 smp./sq.dec. and the

temperature 40°C. At first iron alone was deposited. This



rracked snd had to be removed. When the solution was some-

that more lean in iron, &amp; coherent deposit was obtained

which was plated to &amp; thickness of about one-sixteenth of an

inchs It then became too rough for further deposition. This

alloy contained about 40 per cent chromium. By careful con-

trol of the iron in the solution, it should be possible to make

ferro-chrome with a higher chromium content. The yield of

chromium was not accurately determined, but seemed to be about

ore same or a little less then in the straight chromium solu-

tions. Since the cost of cleaning the solution is dispensed

vith, it should be caneeper to make ferro-chrome than pure chro-

mim.

-onclusions

l. Thet good deposits can be obtained from chromium

sulvhate solutions if the proper degree of acidity is msintained

2. Theat chromium can be vlated from chromium sulvhate

solutions containing magnesium sulphate and sodium fluoride

then kept neutralized and concentreted with chromium hydroxide.

5. That the yield of chromium is at least 0.25 grams

per ampere hour end thet probably 0.30 grams or better can be

dbtained. The power used would amount to six to eight kilowatt

nours per pound of chromium.

i, That ferro-chrome can be made electrolytically.
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SENERAL SUIMARY

In the work on this subject, it has been the aim

0 develop a complete process, ilost of the results only in-

ii cate what cen be expected, rather than determine actual

sonditions under which operations should be carried out.

Jue to a lack of time, many alternative methods hsve not been

investigated, so thet much work has yet to be done before the

process could be undertzken commercially. however, it has

peen shown thet there are commercial possibilities in the

process wnich justify further work slong this line. The re-

sults which have been found follow in their naturel order.

ls. Finely ground chromite is roaested with 25 per

sent of its weiszsnht of lampblack or finely powdered charcoal

(for this particulsr ore) at 1300 to 1350°C. for two to thres

nours, under reducing conditions.

2- The resultant sponge is lesched with concentrated

sulphuric acid at 100°C. It can reasonably be expected that

the yield of soluble chromium will be about 70 per cent. With

ores in which the gangue is less fusible, a greater extraction

is to be expected.

3. The leaching solution, containing iron snd chro-

nium salts, is then cleaned of iron by precipitation with

finely divided limestone, efter sgitstion with air to oxidize

he iron snd chromium.
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The remaining chromium sulphate liquor may be

ased as it is, after concentration, for the electrolysis,or

the chromium may be precipitated as chromium hydroxide.

lhe latter is produced by conversion of the sulphste to

chloride with cslcium chloride, and precipitation of the

chromium hvdroxide with limestone, Chromium hydroxide is

then added to a chromium sulvhate solution in the process

O&gt;f electrolysis.

5 Chromium is then plsted out from &amp; chromium

sulphate solution in a two-compartment cell, to which has

heen added megnesium sulphete and sodium fluoride. This

bath is kept up to strength with the product obtained from

(4), The chromium concentrstion is kept high and the hydro-

cen ion concentration must not vary greatly from pH 2.0.

The conditions of current density and temperature have not

been determined closely, and the neture of the anode solu-

lon has not been investigated. The power cost is not more

than eight kilowatt hours per pound and cen probably be re-

juced to five or six kilowatt hours per pound.

6. IL it ie desired to mske carhon~-free ferro-

chromium, the cleaning snd precipitation of the iron are

eliminated. The only treatment required before electroly-

5is is concentration of the leaching solution. The condi-

tions for deposition have not heen accurately determined,

but the work done indicates thet sn alloy of the sams

ratio of chromium to iron as in the leaching solution, namely
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58% Cr and 32% Fe could be produced. The cost of electroly-

sis per unit of chromium is about the same as that for pure

chromium. The alloy is absolutely free from carbon and

should be very suitable for use in the production of slloy

snd specisl steels,

7. In the anode compertment, chromium can be oxi-

ijized to the chromate with high efficiency. No extra pow-

sr is required for this, so that it can besr a part of the

cost of electrolysis. Thus, by the production of a readily

salable by-product, the cost of electrolytic deposition of

chromium is lowered.
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